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A certain number of separation axioms for fuzzy topological spaces are provided, 
all of which are good extensions of the topological (T,), (T,), or (T2). All valid 
implications between the different axioms are studied and counterexamples are 
given for the nonvalid ones. 
1, INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we introduce and study a number of separation properties of 
fuzzy topological, fuzzy neighborhood, and fuzzy uniform spaces, all of 
which are extensions of (T,), (T,), and (T,) in topological spaces. 
We started from the viewpoint that separation axioms, at least (T,), 
originated in the need to guarantee in some sense uniqueness of limits, and 
we tried to generalize the topological (T,) axiom in that direction. It appears 
that a whole range of axioms, from a fairly weak condition (WT,) up to a 
rather strong one (TJ, all give rise to acceptable extensions of the 
topological property. Moreover, it seems likely that it will not be possible to 
single out one axiom in fuzzy topology as the best extension of topological 
(T2): we showed in a preceding paper [ 181 on completions of fuzzy uniform 
spaces that (TJ as well as (WT,) (collapsing with (WT,) in uniform spaces) 
have a specific role to play. In the same sense (WT,) has already shown its 
usefulness in the study of hyperspaces [ 131, and (T2) in its relation with 
compactness 191. As to our other axioms, from (T,) to (WT,), they all seem 
to be natural generalizations of the corresponding properties in topological 
spaces and of the different (T,) notions in fuzzy topological spaces. They are 
moreover hereditary and, (T;) and (Ty) excepted, also productive. 
As to the relations with other work in this field, we first point out that our 
(WT,) axiom is in fact the 1-Hausforff-separation property of Hiihle [2, 31. 
Hutton and Reilly in [4] and Rodabaugh in [ 161 also studied separation 
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axioms, but their approach is fairly different from ours. Finally, we became 
aware, after the completion of this study, of recent papers by Pu and Liu 
[14, 151: their axioms (T,) and (T,) coincide with, respectively, our (T,) and 
(Tr); their (T&axiom is the same as ours, which in fact was previously 
introduced in 191. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
As usual, the unit interval is denoted I, while I, = 10, 1 ] and I, = [ 0, 1 ]. 
Filters are denoted by capital script letters, prefilters by German letters, and 
fuzzy sets or values in I by lowercase Greek letters. By 1, or 1, we denote 
the characteristic function of Y c X, resp. (x). 
We recall that all fuzzy topologies are always supposed to contain the 
constant functions, as introduced in [5] (fully stratified in the terminology of 
Pu and Liu [ 151). For definitions and results on prefilters and on 
convergence, we refer the reader to [8]. We do, however, recall that the 
characteristic value c(5) of a prefilter 5 can be given by 
c(3) = inf{cf; (r const, a E 5} = inf sup J.(x). 
AEg XEX 
We recall that a fuzzy neighborhood space X, 23 is a pair (X, (%J(x))~~,~), 
where PW4L,x is a family of prefilters on X fulfilling the conditions 
(Nl) For all x E X and 2 all YE a(x): v(x) = 1. 
(N2) For all x E X: B(x) = g(x) (i.e., for all family (v,),,,,, of 
elements of S(x) we have 
sup (v, - E) E B(x)). 
8EIO 
(N3) For all x E X, for all v E B(x), and for all E E I,, there exists a 
family (v3,,, such that vi E B(z) for all z E X and such that supzEx 
v”,(z) A v”,(v) - E < v(y) for all y E X. 
The fuzzy topology t(%) defined by a fuzzy neighborhoodspace is given by 
the fuzzy closure operator 
F(x) = inf sup v A p(y), 
lJE%lW YEX 
for all p E Zx and x E X. 
For further results on fuzzy neighborhoodspaces we refer to [lo]. We 
recall also that a fuzzy uniform space is a pair (X, U), satisfying the con- 
ditions 
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(FUl) U is a prefilter on X X X. 
(FU2) fi = ll (in the same sense as for (N2)). 
(FU3) For all v E U and all x E X: v(x, x) = 1. 
(FU4) For all v E U: ,v E U (where ,v is defined by Sv(x, y) = v(y, x)). 
(FU5) For all v E U and all E E I, there exists v, E II such that 
v, o v, - E < v (where v o ,B is defined by v 0 ,u(x, y) = SUP,~~,LL(X, z) A v(z, y)). 
The fuzzy neighborhood system determined by a fuzzy uniform space X, U 
is given by U(x) = (v(x)),,,, where v(x): X -+ I: y +-+ v(x, y). 
For further details on fuzzy uniform spaces we refer to [ 121. We refer to 
[7] for the definition of what we call a good extension of a topological 
property. For the definition of product spaces we refer to [6] and recall that 
in [9] the following formula and theorem was proved concerning the product 
njEJXj, njoJdj of fuzzy topological spaces: 
(a) if 5 is a prime prefilter on nj,, Xi, then 
lim s(x) = jr$ lim prj s(xj); 
(b) for any j, E .Z and any (x~)/,~ E mEJ, Xi, the space (Xj,, dj,> is 
homeomorphic with Y = mzj, {xi) x Xj,, njEJ Aj ( Y. 
The set of all prefilters (prime pretilters) on X is denoted by F(X) (resp. 
P(X)>* 
3. SEPARATION IN FUZZY TOPOLOGICAL SPACES 
DEFINITION 3.1. We define, for fuzzy topological spaces X, A, 










VXEX, Vy EX, X# y: I,(y) AI,(x) < 1. 
VXEX, vyEX,x#y, VCZEZ,: al,(y)Aal,(x)<a. 
VxEX, VyEX, xfy, V(a,/3)EZ,XZ,: al,(y)<a or 
pi,(x) < P* 
VxEX, VyEX, xfy, V(a,p)EZ,XZ,: alx(y)Apl,(x)< 
a A /3. 
VxEX,VyEX,x#y,V(a,/I)EZ,XZ,:al,(y)A~l,(x)=O. 
vx E x, vy E x, x #y: I,(y) < 1. 
__ 
VxEX, VyEX,x#y, VaEZ,: al,(y)<a. 
__ 
VxEX, VaEZ: al, =alx. 
V3 E F(X), c(3) = 1: lim 3(x) = 1 in at most one point x. 
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cw Vg E F(X), c(5) > 0: lim ?j(x) = c(g) in at most one point s. 
(T;): V% E P(X): lim 5(x) attains a strictly positive maximum in at 
most one point X. 
(Ty): ViJj E F(X): lim 3(x) attains a strictly positive maximum in at 
most one point x. 
P’J: Vij E F(X): lim G(X) # 0 in at most one point x. 
LEMMA 3.2. For a fuzzy topological space X, A, we have the following 
properties : 
(a) X, A has (T,) $and only if 
VXEX, VyEX, xzy: r;(y) A 1,(x) = 0; 
(b) X, A has (T,) if and only if 
VxEX: 1,= 1,; 
(c) X, A has (WT,) if and only if 
vg E P(X), c(S) = 1: lim s(x) = 1 in at most one point x; 
(d) X, A has (T;) if and only if 
t/s E P(X): lim g(x) = c(5) in at most one point x; 
(e) X, A has (T2) if and only if 
vg E P(X): lim s(x) f 0 in at most one point x. 
Prooj Clearly, only the “if’ parts have to be proved. 
(a) We have (r < al,(x) < c(x), while for y # x we have c(y) < 
T;(y) = 0. 
(b) If y-‘ibJ we have, for instance, l,(y) = 0, and then also __ 
al,.(y) = 0, so that al,(y) A K(x) = 0. 
(c) The proof is the same as that of (d), taking c(5) = 1. 
(d) Suppose that ij E F(X), while x f y are two points where 
lim B(x) = lim S(y) = c(S). As for all t E X we have 
lim S(t) = i;fca, adh 6(t) < c(5), 
m 
this means that 
V@ E P,@X adh O(x) = adh 8(y) = c(5). 
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Since we can always find [ 1 l] a 8 E P,(5) with c(B) = c(S), this would 
lead to a contradiction. 
(e) This has been proved in [9]. 
THEOREM 3.3. The implications contained in the folowing diagram are 
valid for general fuzzy topological spaces: 
(T,) * CG”) * K) * (-W > WTd 
u li u 
O-d > P-I) > W’TJ 
u u u 
(To) z (T;) 3 (T;) + (T;) 3 (WT,) 
Proof: - If for some x E X, y E Y, x # y and some (a, p) E&X I, we had - 
al,(y)=a and /?l,(x)=p, we should have also al.(y)A/3l,(x)=aA& 
and this proves (TA) * (T/,‘). 
Considering the prime pretilter i’j = &l, (a E I,), we have 
c(S) = a, adh 3 = lim 3 = alX, al,(x) = a, 
and this proves (T;) + (T;) and (T,) * (T,). The special case a = 1 also 
proves (WT,) 3 (WT,). 
The other implications are clear from the definitions. 
THEOREM 3.4. 
(a> (To), 03 (Th’), K”)~ and (WT,) are good extensions of the 
topological (T,) property; 
(b) (T,), (Ti), and (WT,) are good extensions of the topological (T,) 
property, 
Cc> (TA (-I% (‘W, W”)~ and (WT,) are good extensions of the 
topological (T2) property. 
Proof: (a) If X, 6? is a (T&-topological space, x E X, y E Xj(x}, there 
is, for instance, an open G with x E G, y 6? G. As 1, E o(a) and 1, < 
1 - l,= lx,G, we have G< l,,G and thus K(x) = 0, which means that 
X, w(a) has (T,,), and so also (T&J (T/,‘), (Tr), (WT,). 
If conversely X, w(K) has (WT,), x E X, y E x\{x}, we have for instance 
c(y) = a < 1. As i; is closed in o(a), so is H= {z; K(z) <p}, where p is 
chosen so as to have a < p < 1. Since y E H, x 66 H (remember c(x) = l), 
this proves that X, d is topological (T,). 
(b) If X, d is a (T,) topological space, x E X, we know x\(x) is an 
open set, and this proves that 1, is closed in X, w(g), so X, o(a) has (T,). 
409/93/l-3 
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-.. 
If, conversely, X, w(F) has (WT,), x E X, y E x\{x), l,(y) = CI ( 1 and 
we can repeat the proof of the second part in (a) and conclude that X, % is 
topological (T,). 
(c) That X, w(F) has (T,) if X, F- is a Hausdorff-topological space 
was proved in 191. 
If, conversely, X, w(F) has (WT,), we can take K = I, in 18, 
Theorem 4.21. It then follows that lli,,+- is 1 in at most one point of X, 
where lim .F is the set of limit points of a filter. B on X for the topology %-. 
This proves that X, E- is Hausdorff. 
4. SEPARATION IN FUZZY NEIGHBORHOOD SPACES 




v(x) < 1 0 B(y) d 3(x). 
Proof: If infvEScYJ v(x) < 1, there is a v E 23(y) such that v(x) < 1, and 
thus v 6? B(x). 
Conversely, if infvEBtyJ v(x) = 1, this means that v(x) = 1 for all v E g(y). 
Taking E E I,, and /3 E S(y), we can always [ lo] find a family (p:)z,, such 
that /3: E 3(z) for all z E X and such that 
sup P;(z) A E(r) ,< P(r) + s 
ZEX 
for all t E X. As j?;(x) = 1 we have ,8:(t) - E <P(t) and thus j?l- E < p. But 
supEE,,@ - E) E g(x) and therefore also p E S(x). 





(WT,) is equivalent to 
(WNT,): Vx E X, Vy E X, x # y: g(x) # S(y); 
(T,) o (TL) o (Ti) o (Tr) and these properties are equivalent to 
(NT,): Vx E X, Vy E X, x # y, V’E E IO, 3v, E B(x), 3v, E B(y): 
V,(Y) A v,(x) < Ei 
(WT,) is equiualent to 
(WNT,): Vx E X, Vy E X, x f  y, 3v, E B(x): v,(y) < 1; 
(WNT;): VXEX, Vy’yX,x#y: %l(y)&YJ(x); 
(T,) u (T;) and these properties are equivalent to 
(NT,): VxEX, VyEX,x#y, V’EE&, 3v,Ea(x): v,(y)<c; 
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(e) (WT,) is equivalent to 
(WNT,): Vx E X, Vy E X, x # y: adh g(x)(y) < 1; 
(WNT;): VxEX, VyEEX, x#y, 36EZ,, 3v,E2J(x), 
3, E B(y): v, A v, < 6; 
(f) (T,) o (T;) o (T;) o (Ty) and these properties are equivalent to 
(NT,): Vx E X: adh g(x) = 1,; 
(NT;): VxEX, VyEX, xfy, VEEZ,, 3v,E8(x), h+%(y): 
v, A v, < E. 
ProoJ: (a) Since g,(x) # %l( y) is equivalent to (ZI( y) a? 3(x) or 
3(x) uk 23(y)), this follows directly from Lemma 4.1. 
(b) It is sufficient to prove (Tr) * (NT,) * (T,). Since al,(y) = 
Q A inf”,,,, v(x) (cf. [lo]), (Tr ) means that 
VaEZ,: a A .f,nf,) v(x) * u& P(Y) < Q 
and hence 
which is (NT,,). 
Conversely, if (NT,) is valid, we have immediately (T,), since 
1x0) = “& v(x), 
(c) This is immediate by the preceding equality and Lemma 4.1. 
(d) We prove (T;)+ (NT,)* (T,). If (T;) is valid, we have 
a A infuE9)(y) v(x) < a for all a E I,, so infvce(,,) v(x) = 0, which is (NT,). 
If, conversely, we have (NT,), then l,(y) = 0 for y # x, and this is (T,). 
(e) We prove (WT,) 3 (WNT,) * (WNT;) > (WT,). If (WT,) and if 
adh ‘93(x)(y) = 1 for x# y, then c@(x) V 9(y)) = 1, so there is a 
8 (5 P,cw) v z? Y)) such that c(B) = 1. But then lim E(x) = c(B V B(x)) = 
c(B) = c(B V 8(y)) = lim (s(y). which contradicts (WT,) since c(e) = 1. 
Suppose now (WNT,). Then, (cf. [lo]) if x # y: 
inf 
adh B(x)(y) = u,%lL VyEWy) ra* 
sup v, A ~~(2) < 1, 
and this is nothing else than (WNTS). 
Finally, if (WNT;), suppose there is a prime prelilter 8 and x E X, y E X, 
x # y such that lim B(x) = lim B(y) = 1 (and thus c(B) = 1). If 6, vx, v,, are 
chosen in accordance with (WNT;), we put 
N, = v;‘[O, 6[, NY = v$[O, 6[. 
Then lNx V lNY = 1 E 8, and as (li is prime we have, for instance, 1,,,x E 8. 
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Consequently, 1, A V, E B(x) V 6. As l,,.V A V, ,< 6 and c(!B(x) V 8) = 1, 
we obtain a contradiction. 
(f) As (NT,) + (NT:) 3 (TJ were proved in [lo], we have to add 
only (T;“) => (NT,). The proof of this fact, however, is the same as that of 
(WT,) z- (WNT,) in (e), just replacing the number 1 by E = adh B(x)(y) if a 
y # x exists where adh B(x)(y) # 0. 
COROLLARY 4.3. For fuzzy neighborhood spaces, the diagram in 
Theorem 3.3 reduces to 
(NT,) ====+ W-1) ===a 
ii u 
(WNT,) ====P (WNT,) = 
(NT,) 
u WNT, 1 
5. SEPARATION IN FUZZY UNIFORM SPACES 
THEOREM 5.1. If X. U is a fuzzy uniform space, then 
(a) (WT,) o (WT,) u (WT,) and these properties are equivalent to 
(WUT,): Vx E X, Vy E x\(x), 3v E U: v(x, y) < 1; 
(b) (Ty) o (T/,‘) o (T;) o (T,) o (T;) o (T,) o (T;‘) o (T;) e 
(T;) o (TJ and these properties are equivalent to 
(UT,): VxEX, VyEEX\{x}, V.cEIo, 3vEU: v(x,y)<&. 
Proof: (a) We prove (WT,) * (WUT), =S (WT,). As in a uniform 
space we have 
7(Y) = gf; V(Y, x)5 
there exists, if (WT,) is valid, for x # y either a L E U with A( y, x) < 1 or a 
,~EEwith~(x,y)<I.Takingv=~AJEE,wehavev(x,y)<l. 
If (WV,), x E X, y E X, and x# y, we take a symmetric v such that 
v(x, y) = 1 - 2s. We can then find another symmetric V’ E U with v’ 0 v’ < 
v + E, and obtain 
v’(x, z) A v’(y, z) < sup v’(x, z) A v’(z, y) 
ZPX 
= v’ 0 v’(x, y) < v(x, y) + & = 1 - E, 
which is (WN;) with 6 = 1 - E, v, = v’(x), and vY = v’(y). 
(b) We prove (T,) * (UT,) * (T2). The proof of (T,) * (UT,) is the 
same as that of (WT,) * (WU,), replacing 1 by an arbitrarily chosen E E I,. 
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The proof of (II,) =+ (T,) is the same as that of (WU,) 3 (WT,), replacing 
V(X, y) = 1 - 2~ by V(X, y) < E (E E 1, arbitrary) and again taking V’ so as to 
obtain V’ o v’ < v + E. 
COROLLARY 5.2. For fuzzy uniform spaces, the diagram in Theorem 3.3 
reduces to the implication (UT,) Z- (WUT,). 
6. SUBSPACES 
If X, A is a fuzzy topological space and Y c X, the set 
A,= {Al Y;kEA} 
is a fuzzy topology on Y, and we call Y, A, a subspace of X, A. If A: Y+ I, 
we shall denote by A* the function X -+ I defined by 
A*1 Y=& /I* IxjY=O. 
It is then a direct consequence of the definitions that for each L E 1’ we 
always have 
- -- 
X=n*( Y, A*=A* A 1, (1) 
- 
if 1 is the closure of J in Y, A, and A* that of A* in X, A. Also, if ,u E Ix, we 
have 
If 3 is a pretilter on Y, we denote by 5” the pretilter on X with {A*; L E 5) 
as a base. As there is a one-one correspondence between ultralilters on Y 
compatible with 3 and ultrafilters on X containing Y as an element and 
compatible with z*, there is also a one-one correspondence between P,(S) 
(on I’) and P,@*) (on x>. Further, if 8 E P,(S), the corresponding 
element of P,@*) is just 6*. Moreover, by (1) we have adh 8 = adh 8* 1 Y 
and therefore also 
adhB=adhg*I Y, lim~=lim~*1 Y. (2) 
If a = supxEB adh s(x), then v < P< a for each v E 5 and so v* < a, whence 
F < (I This means that \ . 
sup adh iJ *(x) = sup adh S(x). 
XEX XEY 
If, in particular, 5 is a prime prefilter, then g* is also and we can replace 
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adh by lim. As a direct consequence, we can conclude that if lim G(x) attains 
a maximum in some point x E Y, the same is true for lim 5 *(x). 
If, finally, 5 is a prefilter on Y and lim s(x) < a, there is for E E /,, a 
prime prefilter 8 E P&J) such that adh B(x) < a + E; therefore, by the 
above we can conclude also that lim g*(x) < a + E. By the arbitrariness of I: 
we obtain lim g*(x) < a, and thus in general 
sup lim B*(x) = sup lim S(x). 
XEX XEY 
THEOREM 6.1. If X, A is a fuzzy topological space having the proper@ 
P E {(WT,), (‘V’), (‘G’), CT;), (To), W’,), (-W, 
CT,), VT,), (TS), Vi’), CG”), O-,)1, 
then each subspace Y also has property P. 
Proof: For PE {(WT,), (G”), (T’), (T$, (To), (WT,), (TI), CT,)} this is 
immediate from the definitions and the fact that (a 1, ] Y) * = al, if x E Y. 
As for P E {(WT,), (T;), (T;'), (T;“), (T2)}, the theorem follows from the 
above considerations on lim 5 and lim 5 * and the fact that c(g) = c@ *). 
7. PRODUCT SPACES 
THEOREM 7.1. The properties (WT,), CT:), CT:), VA), CT,), WT, >, 
(‘W, (T,), WTJ9 (TSh and VA are productive, i.e., a nonvoid productspace 
IljcJxj~ TIjcJ 'j h as one of these properties if and only if each factorspace 
has the same property. 
Proof: That each factorspace has P E ((WT,), (Tz), (Ti), (TA), (T,), 
(WT,), (T;), (T,), (WT,), (T;), (T,)} if the productspace has, is a direct 
consequence of Theorem 6.1 and the result recalled in the preliminaries. 
For the converse, we recall once more that 
al, = lim iJ 
if 5 is the prime prefilter with (al,} as a base, while prj(al,) = al,,. The 
theorem follows by simple verification if P E ((WT,), (Tz), (Tt), (T/,), (T,), 
WT,), CW, (TJI. 
For P = (T2) it was already proved in [9]. It follows in the same obvious 
way for P E { (WT,), (T;)} if we take into account Lemma 3.2 and the fact 
that c(prj($)) = c(5) for any prefilter 5. 
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8. COUNTEREXAMPLES 
We shall now prove by means of counterexamples that the implications 
given in Theorem 3.3 and their trivial consequences (as, e.g., (T2) + (WT,)), 
as well as those given in Corollaries 4.3 and 5.2, are the only ones that are 
true in general. 
A. The Case of Fuzzy Uniform Spaces 
The only counterexample to be given is that for the nonvalidity of 
(WUT,) 3 (UT,). The fuzzy uniformity which has 
p:XxX+I:p(x,y)=f, if x # y, 
= 1, if x = y, 
as a basis has (WUT,), but not (UT,). Besides, the hyperspaces constructed 
in [ 131 also give examples of this same phenomenon. 
B. The Case of Fuzzy Neighborhood Spaces 
A complete set of counterexamples is furnished if we prove that 
NT, + WNT,, NT,, + WNT, , and WNT, S- NT, do not hold. As all these 
separation properties are good extensions of the corresponding topological 
properties, topological generated fuzzy spaces provide counterexamples for 
the first two implications, while the third one is not even true in fuzzy 
uniform spaces. 
C. The Case of Fuzzy Topological Spaces 
One can verify without difficulty that it will be sufficient to provide coun- 
terexamples to the following implications: WT, 3 Tr, T, > WT,, 
T,~WT,,T~=>T~,T~~T~,T;~T~,T;~T~,T~~T,.Thefirstone 
is not even valid for fuzzy uniform spaces, the second and the third are not 
true in topologically generated spaces. 
For the next five we shall describe fuzzy topological spaces by giving the 
family A” of fuzzy closed sets. 
EXAMPLE 1. We take X = [0, 1 ] and 
AC = fi {,I decreasing; 2-‘“-’ <,I < 2-‘“} 
II=0 
U U {A increasing; 2-2”-2 <I < ,-‘*-I}. 
fl=O 
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Then 
(a) if 2P2”-’ < a Q 2-2n: 
al,(y) = a, if 0 < y <xx, 
= 2pal-1, if x<y<l. 
(b) If 2P2”-2 < a < 2P2”-‘: 
al,(y) = 2P2”-2, if 0 < y < x, 
= a, if x<y,<l. 
Therefore we always have 
al,(y) A al,(x) = ZPk-’ if a E ]2-kP’, 2-k], x f Y, 
while 
al,(y) = a, l-q(x) = P 
if y < x, a = 2-2”, p = 2P2”-‘. So (Tc) is satisfied but not (Ti). 
EXAMPLE 2. We take X x [0, 1 ] and 
Then 
AC = u {A decreasing; p/2 4 A ,<p}. 
PEf 
al,(y) = a, if 0 < y <x, 
= a/2, if x<y<l. 
Taking x < y and 0 < /3 = a/2, one has al,(y) A /31,(x) = a/2 = a A j3. This 
space thus has (Tl), but not (Th). 
EXAMPLE 3. We take X infinite and 
Then 
AC= u {kX+z;p/2,<~<P}. 
PEI 
al,(y) = a, if y =x, 
= a/2, if yfx; 
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and more generally, if A c X 
__ 
al, = al, v (a/2) l,p. 
Let iJ be a prime prelilter on X. If 5 is a point-filter, i.e., if there are a 
fixed x E X and a fixed a = c(S) E Z such that 
5 = {A; A(x) 2 a} or 5 = {A; n(x) > a), 
then clearly lim 5 = al,. In any other case we know [8] that 
is a nonprincipal ultrafilter on X. If x E X, there is a ,u E 5 for which 
,u(x) = 0, and if E > 0, this ,u can be chosen such that ,U < c(S) + E. If then 
A =,K’]O, 11, we have ,U < (c(s) + E) 1, and therefore j(x) < it(S) + s/2. 
This means, however, that 
lim 5 = adh 5 < $c@), 
and so this space has (Ti). 
If now a E I, and if ST is a nonprincipal ultrafilter on X, we know that the 
prefilter 3, generated by {al, ; A E .F) is prime, and the preceding argument 
shows that lim 5 = a/2, so (TI) is not fulfilled. 
EXAMPLE 4. Taking the same fuzzy topology as in the preceding 
example on a finite set, all prime prefilters become point-filters and so (T;‘) 
is satisfied. 
If a E I, and if 5 is the prefilter generated by the constant function a, 
however, all prime prelilters in P,(3) are point-filters and therefore 
lim ij = a/2, in contradiction with (T;‘). 
EXAMPLE 5. Let X= (x, JJ} a two point set. We define functions 
q: X + Z of different types as follows: 
type A, : 4 < rp(x) < 1, f < rp(Y> < 1 
type B,: f <P(X) < 1, 5 * ?i <P(Y) < + 
type C,: s. $6 q(x) < +, t < V(Y) < 1 
type A,: 2-“-l <q(x) < 2-“, 2-n-l <q?(y) < 2-“, n E N* 
type B,: 2-“-l <p(x) < 2-“, ; * 2-“-l <(o(y) < 2-“-l, n E N 
type C,: 5. 2-“-l <q?(x) < 2-“-l, 2-“-l <q(y) < 2-“, n E i-4. 
Considering, for instance, that the inlimum of a function of type B, and a 
function of type C, is one of type A,, , , a straightforward verification shows 
that finite infima and finite suprema of functions of the above types again are 
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functions of one such type. As for infinite infima, we can then restrict our 
consideration to functions all of type A, or B, or C. If for instance (o,),,, is a 
family of functions of type A, either infinitely many types occur and then 
inf, pi = 0, or only a finite number of types occur, in which case there is a 
maximum k E N such that all functions are of a type A, (n > k) and infi vi is 
of type A,. 
All together this means that the collection of all functions of one of the 
above types, augmented by the zero function, is a d”. 
In this fuzzy topology we now have, with the same notation as in 
Example 3, that lim iJ = crl, (lim 0, =@l,,) if 5 (6) is one of the point-filters 
associated with al, @l,) and thus 
lim a(x) = u; 
lim g(y) = i. 2-“-l, if $<a<l, n=O, or 2-“-‘<a<2-“, nEN*; 
lim B(x) = 5. 2-“-l, if f<P<l, n=O, or 2-“-‘<p<2-“. ntZN*: 
lim B(y) = p. 
On this space, any filter 5 is given by one of the conditions 5 = (A; L(x) > a, 
WI >Pl, 5 = (4 WI > a, O)>Pl, 5 = {~;~(x>>~, K!J) >PL 5 = 
{A; n(x) > a, W) > PI, with some choice of a and 0 (with a + /3 # 0 in the ~- 
first case), and therefore lim ij = al, A /?l,. One verifies immediately that 
(Tp) is satisfied, while, however, (T,) is not since lim iJ is different from 
zero in both points x and y if ap # 0. 
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